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ARCIS-SUR-AUBE. 

 

5 March 1814.  --Reasons that caused Schwarzenberg to stop at Troyes.  --On 5 March, in the morning, the 

entire Allied Great Army with everyone was concentrated around the city of Troyes, that they had just retaken this 

time without difficulty, and whose taking had cost a month ago, so much time and effort.  The talks of Lusigny were 

broken up, the commissioners of the Allied powers were returning to Chaumont, to be near their sovereigns. The 

armistice requested by Wrede under the pretext of saving Troyes the horrors of an assault, the hasty retreat of the 

French troops, the large number of stragglers, isolated and deserters picked up by the cavalry of the Vth and VIth 

Corps--obvious symptoms of demoralization and of a dissolution that interrogations of prisoners had already 

revealed--the small size of the corps entrusted by the Emperor to oppose the march of the Great Army, finally, the 

need to operate a diversion in favor of the Army of Silesia, all militated in favor of a vigorous continuation of the 

offensive. 

 

The congestion of the roads followed by the French army in retreat, the crowding at Châtres of the parks, equipment, 

baggage, a crowding the cavalry had noticed, were sufficient to show that a somewhat energetic and above all 

immediate pursuit, could change the retreat of the marshals into a rout.  But the Generalissimo had decided 

otherwise.  It seemed unwise to commit to following the marshals in an absolutely exhausted regions, almost 

deserted, completely devastated, whose villages were not but mostly a heap of ruins, a pile of rubble, before he 

managed to get supplies from the rear and ensure the subsistence of his army.  This was, incidentally, the only real 

and serious difficulty that Schwarzenberg had to overcome at this time.  Other reasons that he argued to justify the 
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suspension of operations, to motivate this unexpected halt, were far from having the same value.  The mass uprising 

and insurgency campaigns had evidently made progress and began to inspire him just concern, especially at a time 

when he had more need than ever to use his lines of communication and sometimes worried with interception by the 

appearance of bands of armed peasants. 

 

But that was not sufficient reason to drag on in Troyes.  It was not by standing still instead of pushing at least up to 

Provins, that one could reestablish order and to restore security on the supply lines.  A brisk march, real and serious 

success would have done better than flying columns, better than repressive measures, to end the raids of the blue 

blouses.  Moreover, it was not by sticking to a depleted area that one could happen to remedy the scarcity of food. 

So it would, in any case, be better to extend the supply lines, complete the defeat of the marshals and especially 

change as often as possible the towns to search for supplies, by the finding resources in the same areas, to 

inadequate resupply from the rear. 

 

The two other arguments put forward by the Generalissimo are also more specious than real.  The effectives of the 

Great Army were we cannot deny, significantly reduced by the fighting it had had to deliver, by disease, by fatigue 

and privation.  The footwear and men's clothing were in poor condition, the fitting left much to be desired1; but the 

latest success had boosted the morale of the soldiers and one did not have to fear a dissolution like the one the first 

symptoms manifesting themselves in the retirement on Chaumont and Langres. 

 

There was even less need to wait for the reinforcements announced as the Generalissimo had when he entered 

Troyes, with him nearly 90,000 combatants,2 that is to say, a force at least three times to those marshals. 

 

Finally, it was claimed, and it is perhaps here that we must seek the true reason for the termination of the operations 

of the Great Army, the Generalissimo did not want to engage more fully because there had been no news from the 

Army of Silesia.  For two days, in fact, he had not received any information on what was happening between the 

Marne and the Aisne. 

 

But it was the same distance between the two armies and particularly they followed divergent directions, which 

were, above all if one of them remained roughly in place, that opposed the safe and rapid transmission of news that 

Schwarzenberg needed to procure.  It was necessary, finally, considering that Platov had only arrived the 4th in 

Sézanne, that from this point it was impossible to know what was going on the right bank of the Marne, that he 

could only hear indirectly through corresponding with Tettenborn then at Dormans or with Saint-Priest, beside 

Châlons.  There was only one way to get news, to get in communication: one had to march forward and above all 

reduce the distance between the lines of operations of both armies.3 

 

But this was asking a man of Schwarzenberg's character for resolutions that despite the breakdown of the Lusigny 

Conferences, it was impossible to take.  Essentially methodical and careful, he would have thought completely 

compromised in marching with the bulk of his army, either on Paris or towards the Marne, on La Ferté-sous-Jouarre 

and Chateau-Thierry, while he would have observed and followed the marshals by Gyulay and the Crown Prince of 

Württemberg, or finally on Châlons and Épernay for approaching again Blücher and Saint-Priest.  It is for this that 

before returning to his headquarters in Vendeuvre, determined to give primarily rest to his troops, that he just pushed 

the advanced guards in substantially different directions, and assigned the bulk of his corps extended cantonments, 

hoping to achieve in this way to procure the necessary food and fodder for his soldiers and his horses. 

 

Positions and movements of the right of the Great Army of Bohemia: Vth and VIth Corps.  --To the right of the 

                                                           
1When taking Troyes, several corps commanders had, in effect, asked the Generalissimo to grant some rest to their 

troops. 

 
2The Allied Great Army and the Austrian Army of the South, counted in the first days of March, 400 officers and 

50,000 soldiers sick in hospitals. 

 
3Taxis in his Journal (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., XIII, 32), wrote on 5 March:  "The Allied army takes position between 

the Seine and Yonne to await news of Blücher who has crossed the Marne." 
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Great Army, not to mention Tettenborn which occupied us in the previous chapter, Platov was at Sézanne.  200 elite 

Cossacks, led by select officers, had under his orders been directed towards the Marne to look to establishing 

communications with the Army of Silesia. 

 

The light cavalry of the VIth Corps, responsible for following the retirement of the French by the high road from 

Troyes to Nogent, had established the evening its outposts at Saint-Hilaire, Gélannes and Saint-Martin-de-Bossenay. 

A few French vedettes stood alone before the Russian horsemen at Crancey.  The retreat of the French had been so 

precipitous that the vanguard of Pahlen, which had seen them slip in the morning from Grès, had been unable to 

rejoin them, either on the highway or on the old road where their outposts were reported beside Quincey.  Pahlen 

with the bulk of the advanced guard stopped at Romilly; Rüdinger, at Pars-les-Romilly.  The headquarters of 

Wittgenstein was at Châtres, and the corps of Prince Eugene of Württemberg and Gorchakov cantoned along the 

road in the villages, from Maizières up to Savières.  Their troops also occupied Méry, and some parties sought by 

Arcis-sur-Aube communication with the Ataman.4 

 

To the left of the VIth Corps, Frimont with the advanced guard of the Vth Corps had advanced on the road of Traînel 

up to Avon-la-Pèze with the Austrians of Antoine Hardegg and Spleny, which were connected with the advanced 

posts of Pahlen by Rigny-la-Nonneuse.  The Bavarian cavalry was established in Marigny-le-Châtel and had pushed 

some parties to the left towards Traînel and Bray.  The infantry was cantoned in Prunay and surrounding villages. 

The headquarters of Wrede was at Pavillon, occupied by a division of the Vth Corps. 

 

Positions of the corps of Macdonald at Nogent.  --Gérard, with the 6th Cavalry Corps which had been the rear 

guard, had taken position from Crancey to Pont-le-Roi. The 11th Corps with the 5th Cavalry was in Saint-Aubin with 

outposts in Quincey.  Oudinot had gone in front of Nogent where Macdonald had his headquarters.  The large park 

was filed on Provins escorted by a brigade of the Pacthod division: the luggage and convoys recrossed the Seine.  

Saint-Germain with his cavalry scouted the country to the north of Nogent and flanked Provins halfway to 

Villenauxe.  One of the brigades of Pacthod left for Bray where it was ordered to relieve the brigade already 

guarding the bridge and which had been sent to cover the passage of the Seine at Montereau.  The 11th Corps was 

placed, moreover, in route on the night of the 5th to 6th and would take position the next day in Bray, while the 

marshal who wanted to try to keep longer the bridge head at Nogent, concentrated the rest of his small army around 

this town.5  

 

Graced with the information provided by the aide de camp of General Flahaut (de La Billarderie) "whose return," 

the Marshal said in his letter to King Joseph,6 "produced a sad fact," the Duke of Tarente knew almost exactly the 

position of his opponents, whose cavalry had appeared to him in the day.  Expecting to be attacked the next 

morning, he had taken precautions and prescribed Gérard, who looked to be threatened at Pont-le-Roi, to fall back 

behind La Chapelle-Godefroy, to put his artillery in battery ready to strike down the Allied horsemen as they sought 

to debouch.  Valmy was ordered to watch with his squadrons the roads of Traînel and of Bray, while remaining able 

to oppose, together with the General Milhaud, the efforts that the Allies could try to force the narrow defile of 

highway of Troyes. 

 

To complete all these defensive measures, the Duke of Tarente had ordered Oudinot to take up arms in the 7th Corps 

before the day and place two battalions of his reserve with the cannon at the head of the suburb of Nogent, at the 

same place where the roads of Traînel and Bray separate.  Holding at all costs to keep securely a point through 

which the Allied cavalry could arrive, he had also instructed the Leval Division with its artillery to firmly occupy 

the same suburb across the road from Troyes. 

 

                                                           
4STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt Armee der im Monate März 1814.  (K. K. Kriegs 

Archiv., III, 1.) 

 
5Macdonald to Gérard , to King Joseph, to the Chief of Staff and to Oudinot. (Archive of the War.) 

 
6The Marshal added: "There has been a great lack of discipline and especially desertion." (Macdonald to Joseph, 

Nogent, 5 March, 6 o'clock at night.) 
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Movements and positions of the left wing of the Great Army of Bohemia (IIIrd and IVth Corps). - While the 

advanced guard of the two corps forming the right of the Great Army, took as objectives the bridges of Nogent, Bray 

and Montereau, the left (IIIrd and IVth Corps) were directed on Sens and cantoned from Villemaur-sur-Vanne to 

Villeneuve-l'Archevêque.  Further left, the light division of Prince Maurice Liechtenstein, specifically responsible 

for connecting the Great Army with the southern army had received the order of the Generalissimo to return from Is-

sur-Tille to Montbard.  The general had occupied Semur and sent to Autun a squadron that there still was no news 

from.  Arriving in Tonnerre General Seslavin, that covered with Liechtenstein the far left of the Great Army, had 

obliged the generals Allix and Vaux, with 2,000 men, 3 squadrons and 8 cannons, heading the 4th from Étivey on 

Chablis, to fall back on Auxerre where they arrived on 5 March at 4 o'clock.  The retrograde movement of Allix was 

motivated by the news of the evacuation of Troyes.  A squadron of the O'Reilly Light Horse had followed and 

reached his rearguard at Aigremont.7 

 

In the IIIrd Corps, which had been reinforced with some battalions from Austrian reserves, the Crenneville Division, 

whose main body went to Saint-Liébaut and Thuisy, had sent parties on the left, towards the Othe forest and Saint-

Florentin and before his front in the direction of Sens.  Fresnel was stationed in front of Crenneville at Villemaur 

where Gyulay had his headquarters, and the Weiss Division had settled to his left at Aix-en-Othe. 

 

The vanguard of the IVth Corps, arrived at Pont-sur-Vanne, had pushed towards Sens 500-600 horses that had 

managed to get in without a fight to the city at about 5 o'clock in the afternoon.  The bulk of the corps of the Crown 

Prince of Württemberg had stopped that day around Villeneuve-l'Archevêque.8 

 

The Russian reserves continued to remain immobile in Chaumont. 

 

Steady progress of the national uprising against the Allies.  --There is no doubt that if Macdonald had been able 

to hold out a few more days in Troyes, if Allix could have continued to operate on the side of Montbard, the decrees 

of 5 March would have produced even more effect than the presence of French troops probably would have in 

strongly encouraging and generalizing the taking up of arms of the populations.  Although it had occurred at that 

time of some isolated failures, although some mayors had thought it wiser to salvage their personal circumstances 

and the interests of their communities in coming to terms with the Allies, the national uprising had taken in Alsace 

and in Lorraine, in Champagne and in Bourgogne, in the Vosges and in the Ardennes, in the Argonne as in the 

Morvan, from beside Soissons as around Saint-Étienne and Roanne, in all the countryside around Châtillon-sur-

Seine, from Semur and from Avallon as at Fayl-Billot and the Langres plateau, in worrying proportions for the 

coalition.  The terror inspired by the Allied troops, the violence that had redoubled on their part, the requisitions that 

their leaders were forced to levy, had persuaded even the timid and the faint-hearted to take up arms.  The fear of 

reprisals was replaced on more than one occasion by patriotism.  One had emptied all life before the Allies.  The 

villages were deserted; the authorities fled at the approach of their troops.  The bands multiplied, growing stronger 

every day.  The woods were full of armed peasants.  Each hollow way, every ravine was guarded.  The couriers, the 

estafettes, could only circulate under the protection of heavy escorts and on the condition of avoiding the villages, 

woods, and by making huge detours.  Fighting took place every day on the supply lines; the more repressive 

measures were taken, the more one proceeded with rigor and severity, the more exasperated the populations, reduced 

to despair completely ruined and no longer having but one thought now: seek revenge before dying of hunger and 

misery. 

 

6 March 1814.  --Macdonald takes a position on the right bank of the Seine.  --The 6th in the morning, the 

Ataman Platov, informed of the retirement of the marshals on Nogent, moved from Sézanne on La Ferté-Gaucher, 

thus advancing in the space that the march of Napoleon against Blücher had left unoccupied. 

 

He could scour with even more impunity the countryside between the Seine and the Marne, taking couriers and 

                                                           
7 Lichtenstein to Schwarzenberg, Montbard, 5 March (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 112), and Schwarzenberg to the 

Emperor of Austria, Troyes, 7 March (Ibid., III, 127). 

   
8STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt Armee im Monate März (K. K. Kriegs Archiv, III, 1.); 

Schwarzenberg to the Emperor of Austria, Troyes, 6 March (Ibid., III, 111), and Schwarzenberg to the Emperor of 

Austria, Troyes, 7 March (Ibid., III, 127). 
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small detachments, while a big party of Cossacks, debouching from Villenauxe by La Saulsotte, pretended to 

threaten the rear of the French corps posted on the Seine. 

 

Macdonald, who, contrary to his expectation, was not attacked on the morning of the 6th at Nogent, had thought at 

first that this movement of the Cossacks could be the prelude to a series of Allied offensive maneuvers directed 

against the left by the right bank of the Seine and having Provins as a goal.  But although he had not long to be 

reassured about the nature of the Cossacks intentions and although the Allies were content to deploy their advanced 

guards without daring to undertake anything, the Marshal, precisely because of the sad situation in which he found 

his army, thought that he had every reason to cover the Seine and employed the day of 6th to prepare and execute, in 

Nogent and Bray, his crossing onto the right bank. 

 

The state of morale of his soldiers, more than strategic considerations, obliged the Marshal to such a movement. 

 

The number of stragglers had so increased, the excesses the marauders had indulged in had assumed such 

proportions that the Duke of Tarente asked the Minister to create rallying camps, which would be entrusted to the 

police in gendarmerie mobile columns on foot and on horseback.  Pending the Minister's reply, he put on the plan of 

the day of his corps a decision punishing any military with death who indulged in excesses or looting or mistreating 

residents.9 

 

Under these conditions, the Marshal had to be resigned, as he did, to go and take on the right bank a defensive 

position.  The appearance of Cossacks in La Saulsotte and Chalautre, beside of the woods of Sourdun, had inspired 

in him fears, that dissipated almost immediately, it is true, for the large park and the administrative headquarters of 

the army, that he made pull back on Nangis, while Oudinot and Valmy went to cover Provins and take positions, the 

first in Sourdun, the second at L'Échelle.  

 

The 2nd Corps (Gérard) with Milhaud's cavalry, stood on the right bank vis-à-vis from Nogent where it had 

previously ruined the defenses and cut the bridges, and ranged to Plessis-Mériot.  The few troops who made up the 

weak 11th Corps, were guarding the bridge of Bray that had been burnt, and ranged from Everly and Les Ormes to 

Saint-Sauveur and Mouy.10 

 

These positions, as Macdonald wrote to the Chief of Staff, allowed the Duke of Tarente to bring together in a few 

hours his small army, put it in a position to receive or prevent an attack.  Some outposts were left alone on the left 

bank of the Seine in Nogent, in Saint-Aubin, in La Chapelle-Godefroy and Pont-le-Roi. 

 

But if the defense of the Seine was insured within the limits of meager means that Macdonald who had hardly 

around him only 10,000 men and 4,000 to 5,000 horses, it was far from being the same for the Yonne where one had 

to oppose a movement directed from Sens on Moret or Melun, that the few troops under the command of General 

Delort, who were sent with orders to guard Pont-sur-Yonne, to destroy there the bridge and send a detachment to 

Moret to expect the arrival of the 1st Brigade of the Paris reserve division commanded by General Souham.11 

 

Movements and positions of the Great Army of Bohemia.  --The little news one had received at the general 

headquarters, although reporting a French movement in the direction of Reims, had not altered the ideas of which 

the Generalissimo, more determined than ever to give a few days off to his army and wishing above all to support 

his troops, resolved to further expand their quarters between the Seine and Yonne and not undertake anything 

                                                           
9Macdonald to the Minister, Mériot, 6 March, and plan of the day of Macdonald, Nogent, 6 March. (Archives of the 

War.) 
10Macdonald to the Chief of Staff, to General Albert, to Milhaud, to Oudinot and to the Minister, 6 March. (Archives 

of the War.) 

 
11The Chief of Staff wrote that day to Macdonald, from Berry-au-Bac, saying to him:  "His Majesty hopes you will 

hold Troyes which is a good position and He asked me to let you know that in no case, must you leave the Seine 

where you must hold out at least until the 12th."  Thanks to the almost complete cessation of operations of the Great 

Army, the Duke of Tarente succeeded, in fact, stay on the positions he had occupied in the day on 6 March. 
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decisive before being finally fixed on the outcome of the operations of Blücher.  He resolved, therefore, to occupy 

by Wittgenstein and Wrede the defiles of Pont-sur-Seine, Nogent and Bray and charge the Crown Prince of 

Württemberg to destroy the existing crossing at Montereau.12 

 

The advanced guard of the VIth Corps, had noticed and followed the retrograde movement effected the 6th in the 

morning by the French outposts.  The bulk of this vanguard had immediately headed to Saint-Hilaire.  Rüdinger with 

the Grodno Hussars and the Cossacks, had started in march from Pars on Quincey and Saint-Aubin.  It was to be 

supported only towards evening by the brigade of Russian cuirassiers of General Leontief, two battalions and two 

pieces of horse artillery.  The French rearguard posted behind the Ardusson in Saint-Aubin and La Chapelle-

Godefroy, welcomed the Russian cavalry with gunfire, stopping and skirmishing with them all day.  The bulk of the 

advanced guard did not go beyond Marnay. 

 

Prince Eugene of Württemberg occupied Pont-le-Roi.  Wittgenstein remained with Gorchakov at Romilly. 

 

The light troops of the Vth Corps went up to Traînel; but they advanced so slowly in the direction of Bray they 

arrived there too late, not only to prevent and stop the occupation of the defile by the French troops, but also 

determine in a positive manner the nature and strength of the occupation.  A platoon of hussars sent by Count 

Hardegg to Bray, to find out whether this was still occupied, met at night on the road from Nogent to Bray, the 

headquarters of Oudinot.  But the officer who commanded this little party, did not notice until when it was already 

in the middle of the French.  Throwing himself with his men on the closest riders, he had time to seize two 

engineering officers, who were not slow to escape.  Pursued for over an hour by the chasseurs à cheval, the Austrian 

officer was not able to return to Traînel until the morning.13 

 

From the moment when it was decided not to undertake anything and, since one had given up, as it would have been 

so easy to do on the 6th in the afternoon, to throw with strong force Macdonald onto the right bank the Seine, it was 

difficult to find the reasons that had motivated Rüdinger marching on Saint-Aubin.  By going alone with his cavalry 

to this point, he was exposed to some mishap, and it is clear that if it had been supported by some reserve and 

especially by some infantry, he would not have been forced to stop before the Ardusson and would not have been 

held in check all day by some skirmishers. 

 

The corps of the left wing immediately expanded their cantonments.  The IIIrd Corps especially spread almost across 

the whole line from Troyes to Sens.  Gyulay put his headquarters in Saint-Liébaut.  The Crenneville Division went 

to Cerisiers and pushed up to Villeneuve-sur-Yonne two squadrons which sent parties towards Auxerre and towards 

Montargis.  These squadrons sought out communication to the left, both with Seslavin who occupied Tonnerre, with 

Maurice Liechtenstein in march on Auxerre and before which General Allix, eager to gain Montargis and Nemours 

and cover the line of the Loing, fell back by Aillant-sur-Tholon and Chateau-Renard.14 

 

A brigade of the IVth Corps occupied Sens; the bulk of the corps had settled further back; but like the IIIrd Corps, the 

troops of the Crown Prince of Württemberg stayed until the 13th, motionless on the points they had just occupied. 

 

Reorganization of the IVth Corps.  --The Crown Prince of Württemberg took advantage of this downtime to 

                                                           
12STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt Armee im Monate März. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1) 

 
13 STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt Armee im Monate März. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1.) 

 

Schwarzenberg said about it: "It is extremely regrettable that the two Engineering Officers have managed to escape. 

From them, we would have known sooner and more surely than by reports that I still awaited, what happened on the 

side of the enemy." 

 
14Allix, forced to fall back before Seslavin and Liechtenstein, when he was about to complete the organization of the 

mass uprising in the departments of the 18th Military Division, sounded the alarm throughout the department Yonne 

on the night of the 6th to 7th, calling men to arms that the Allies had little difficulty in dispersing and returned to their 

homes as soon as they found themselves unable to join the General. 
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dissolve the 3rd, 4th and 5th Landwehr Regiments, while the men were folded into the regiments which had suffered 

most at Montereau, and to change the organization of his corps.  The IVth Corps was composed from the moment of 

two infantry divisions, the 1st, that of Lieutenant General von Koch, including three brigades of the major generals 

Prince Hohenlohe, von Misany and von Lalance; the 2nd, Lieutenant General von Döring, composed of the 

Stockmeyer Brigade three regiments strong. 

 

Schwarzenberg's headquarters came to Troyes, and the guards and reserves continued to stay in Chaumont.15 

 

The vast army occupied again, except for guards and reserves, held this time further back, the same neighborhoods 

and extended on a line as long as three weeks before. 

 

7 March 1814.  --Pahlen occupies Nogent.  --To get to know the intentions of the marshals and the strength of the 

French troops, the Generalissimo, returning again to the operations he was particularly fond, had prescribed the 

vanguards of the Vth and VIth Corps to push the 6th in the morning an offensive reconnaissance on Nogent.  

Expecting to encounter some resistance, both behind the Ardusson that at La Chapelle-Godefroy, he had instructed 

Winzingerode to attack the front of the position, while Wrede, debouching by Macon, was to outflank the right.  But 

the French had evacuated overnight the Ardusson line and also the city of Nogent, and left a simple curtain of 

vedettes and positions on the side of La Chapelle-Godefroy.  Macdonald, to cover Provins, had however pushed in 

the direction of Villenauxe, of Pont-le-Roi, of Sézanne and of La Ferté-Gaucher, the largest part of his cavalry who 

met in these parts as small parties.  Pahlen had meanwhile been moved forward to the Ardusson in two columns. 

The one in front skirmished with French positions, seeing their line of retreat threatened by the second column 

debouching beside Tournebride, withdrew to Nogent, then recrossed the Seine, burned behind the temporary 

footbridge built on the ruins of stone bridge, and spread tirailleurs on the right bank of the river.  The infantry of the 

advanced guard of the VIth Corps occupied Nogent; that of Gorchakov, approaching the vanguard and the corps of 

Prince Eugene of Württemberg, came to settle in Saint-Hilaire, and the Cossacks filed in the direction of Bray to 

support reconnaissances directed on this point by the Vth Corps.16 

 

Oudinot, who had gathered his corps during the day at Sourdun covered in front by the troops of Gérard, was ready 

to come by the first order on Provins.  As there were serious fears for the line of the Yonne and as General Delort 

did not seem to have the energy to seriously organize the defense in Montereau and would stand firm until the 

arrival of troops from Souham at Moret, or reinforced by the brigade that General Pacthod was charged with conduct 

from Nangis to Montereau. 

 

On the other side, Cossack parties, trying to intercept the road from Provins to Nangis, had shown themselves at the 

farm of Vimbré between Jouy-le-Châtel and Chenoise, and had even appeared at Maison-Rouge.  Valmy, while 

continuing his charge of monitoring the roads from Sézanne and from La Ferte-Gaucher, was ordered to a position at 

Maison Rouge, to taking patrols on the route from Provins to Nangis, sending reconnaissance on Jouy-le-Châtel, 

Courchamp and Courtacon. 

 

Movement of General Hardegg on Bray.  --While Pahlen forced the 7th in the morning the French outposts to cede 

the line of the Ardusson, Frimont had headed on Fontenay-de-Bossery, Count Antoine Hardegg with the Austrian 

cavalry brigade of Geramb (Archduke Joseph Hussars and Székeler Hussars), the Bavarian Diez Brigade (2 

regiments of light horse) and a battery.  This general pushed there to his right, in the direction of Macon, patrols that 

united with the vanguard of the VIth Corps and kept abreast of the movements of the French, while four squadrons of 

Knesevich Dragoons were providing him support between Fontenay and Traînel, and two squadrons of 

Schwarzenberg Uhlans, pushed towards Bray and finding this city highly fortified, stood at Villiers-sur-Seine. 

Frimont, with the bulk of his troops had not left Avon-la-Pèze. 

 

In the afternoon, he made the light horse brigade of Diez to take a position at the place where the path of Traînel 

                                                           
15STÄRKE, Eintheilung und Tagesbegebenheiten der Haupt Armee im Monate März. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 1.) 

 
16Wittgenstein to Prince Schwarzenberg, Romilly, 7 March (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 138), and Schwarzenberg to 

the Emperor of Austria, Troyes, 7 March (Ibid., III, 127). 
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joins the road from Nogent to Bray, and charged the cavalry to connect, on one hand with Pahlen in Nogent, the 

other with Spleny Division set further back, finally, to his left, with the right of the IVth Corps.  Hardegg advanced, 

meanwhile, with the Austrian cavalry of Geramb on the side of Bray.  When he came to this small town, night had 

already closed in.  The French infantry who occupied the outskirts of Bray, that it had taken care to barricade, set up 

good guards and greeted his scouts with fusil shots.  The artillery battery was on the opposite bank and positioned in 

a way to enfilade the debouch.  It was impossible to take the position without infantry; Hardegg withdrew and went 

to spend the night in Grisy. 

 

On the extreme left, the IIIrd and IVth Corps remained motionless.  Allix, who had evacuated Auxerre, left Senan the 

7th in the morning and marched to Château-Renard where he would spend the night.  He expected to be the 8th at 

Nemours and the 9th at Moret. 

 

Raid of Cossack Colonel Kostitz on Lagny.  --At the right of the Allied Great Army, a party detached from the 

corps of the Cossack Ataman,  under the command of Lieutenant Colonel Kostitz, had pushed to Lagny.  Stopped on 

this point by the presence of a column composed of about 1,000 men and 400 horses that barred his way and 

threatened his retreat, Kostitz had to give up his advantageous approach  to Paris.  Initially followed in his retirement 

and then overtaken by the French, he was, repeatedly forced to break through, first on Coulommiers, then Rebais.  It 

was through this officer that we received at the headquarters of Schwarzenberg, news of Blücher up to 3 March, 

becoming aware of the crossing of the Marne by the Army of Silesia, of his march on Soissons and of the movement 

that Napoleon had performed to follow him in the direction of the Aisne and Soissons.17 

 

The other parties of Cossacks scouted on the side of Meaux, of Nangis and of Provins. 

 

The Memoires of Schwarzenberg on the situation.  --The report transmitted by the Cossacks of Kostitz had, 

moreover, been confirmed the same day by a letter addressed on 3 March from the headquarters of Blücher at 

Oulchy-le-Chateau to the King of Prussia by his aide, Count Schwerin.  But even before learning this, in a certain 

way, that Blücher and the Emperor would soon meet on the Aisne, the Generalissimo had thought it necessary to 

communicate his plans to his corps commanders and expose the sovereigns the ideas that he had formed on the 

situation in a memorandum that Lord Burghersh has reproduced in his Memoirs of the operations of Allied armies 

under Prince Schwarzenberg and Marshal Blucher during the latter end of 1813 and the year 1814. 

 

First returning to the motives which had decided the refusal of the battle that Napoleon, victor at Mormant, Nangis 

and Montereau, wanted to offer him in Troyes, then going back to the causes that had determined maintaining his 

reserves at Chaumont, finally insisting again on the obligation to give a few days off to the troops of the Great 

Army, Schwarzenberg then examines the likely consequences of the situation.  If Blücher defeated the army of the 

Emperor, the Allied Great Army, followed by the guards and reserves might, without difficulty, debouch by the left 

bank of the Seine, while the Army of the South, to be rid of Augereau, marched on Orléans and rejoin the Great 

Army below Paris.  If Napoleon conquered Blücher, the Great Army would be able to prevent the departure of his 

victor and give Blücher time to rally his corps and resume the offensive, while Napoleon headed either on Troyes, or 

by the Haute- Marne against the right wing of the main army.  In this case, everything still depended on the state in 

which the Army of Silesia found itself.  If the army was unable to recover from the blows that have been brought on 

it, the Great Army would not accept battle on the side of Chaumont and Langres, that is to say on a position that 

would ensure him on retreat and his communications with the Army of the South.  If, however, the Army of Silesia 

only needed a few days to recover, it would be to the Allied Great Army that would make contact again to occupy 

the enemy while taking the offensive on the Seine, in disturbing the communications of the Emperor and threatening 

Paris. Finally, if instead of waiting on events, one went immediately to take position between the Aube and the 

Marne, it would be good to consider that such a movement would require four days and that period of time will 

definitely be fixed on the departure of Blücher.  The Generalissimo concluded from the above that "there was no 

reason to detach, without any plausible reason, without any benefits, the Great Army from the Army of the South." 

 

In a word, Schwarzenberg was more than ever irrevocably decided not to try anything before knowing the result of 

the Emperor's operations on the Aisne.  Schwarzenberg's true intentions seem to have been secret and found, for 
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example, in the history of the 120th Infantry Regiment Kaiser Wilhelm (2nd Württemberg) by Major Plister the 

following letter, written 7 March by General Count de Franquemont:  "Without speaking here of political errors, one 

is forced to recognize that the misfortunes of the Allied Great Army were due to many military mistakes and mainly 

lack of unity, the weakness of the superior in command.  Blücher was absolutely independent of Schwarzenberg. 

The Russians only do what suits them." 

 

"Do we, perchance, want to attempt some big operation?  One is forced to undertake a turn with Radetzky and 

obtain the consent of the Russians.  We lose in that way, precious time.  The Russians and Austrians detest each 

other and the latter only think of peace." 

 

"By adopting the unfortunate idea which was to reduce to the defensive a victorious army, one had, once more 

isolated the different corps, so they were made to battle separately and provided the Emperor Napoleon the means to 

regain a foothold.  One was still committed since the start of operations to another major fault.  The Allied army 

never pursued the defeated enemy, never took advantage of its gains.  Pleased to have won the victory, it has always 

left the enemy to go away quietly.  We lost contact.  The result was that one seldom knew at General Headquarters, 

the point where Napoleon was." 

 

"Since there were no magazines, supply service did not exist.  We still have some meat and wine, but bread and 

flour are lacking.  The army melts away before the eye.  The Russian and Austrian reinforcements expected from 

day to day do not appear.  One does not see the Austrian cuirassiers sortie, nor the Russian Guard, nor the heavy 

cavalry.  These are all useless mouths.  All hope of the army is based currently on Field Marshal Blücher.  His 

advanced guard is, they say, to the east at Meaux." 

 

8 March 1814.  --Second attempt of Hardegg against Bray.  --On 8 March, at 7 o'clock in the morning, Count 

Antoine Hardegg, with his cavalry, reported from Grisy to Bray. 

 

Greeted by the fire from pieces in position on the right bank which his horse battery was unable to silence, having 

no infantry at his disposal, unable to think either of burning down the city, or in flushing out just with his horsemen 

General Amey who, thanks to the existence of the bridge could be supported at any moment, he only summoned, 

repeatedly Amey to surrender the town and on his refusal, he took the party to invest Bray.  To this end, he sent two 

regiments of Bavarian light horse of General Diez to Montigny-le-Guesdier.  Three squadrons of this brigade 

manned the investment positions of the left wing; the fourth scouted the road from Montereau while the Austrian 

hussars of Geramb Brigade watched the right edge of Bray, from Montigny up to Grisy. 

 

Frimont, himself, had continued to rest immobile in Avon-la-Pèze with the Schwarzenberg Uhlans, the dragoons of 

Knesevich and the Bavarian brigade of light cavalry of General Vieregg, contented with connecting through 

Sergines with the outposts of the IIIrd and IVth Corps, stationed on the side of Sens. 

 

In the VIth Corps, Wittgenstein, wishing to cross some cavalry onto the right bank of the Seine, had unsuccessfully 

tried to repair the Nogent Bridge; but his skirmishers had to fall back before the fire of the French tirailleurs and the 

Russian General had now resolved to await the arrival of pontoons for crossing.18 

 

Finally, Schwarzenberg had given Platov the order to go down the Seine and to oblige the French rearguard to fall 

back; but the Ataman heard in the afternoon that such strong French cavalry columns maneuvered to outflank and 

turn, withdrew to Sézanne, leaving in Rebais Lieutenant Colonel Kostitz with his Cossacks.18 

 

Orders and positions of Macdonald.  --The Duke of Tarente, who had been expected on the part of the Allied 

generals to such inaction, had, by a first order, prescribed at 2 o'clock in the afternoon: Oudinot, to bring the 7th 

Corps to Provins and send Valmy ahead of Rouilly and Cucharmoy in order to cover, to the north, Provins and 

Nangis; Milhaud, to leave at Herme a division charged with observing the Seine to Bray, to take a position with the 

other two at Léchelle and scout the road to Sézanne; finally, to Saint-Germain, to occupy Chalautre-la-Grande.  Two 

hours later, completely reassured by the insignificance of the movements of Hardegg against Bray, he recalled his 

order and amended it for Oudinot to place his two divisions at Chalautre-la-Petite, Poigny and Sourdun, suspend the 
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movement of the cavalry of Valmy, whose role was limited to deter Allied parties from the road from Nangis to 

Provins.  Milhaud, that he sent to Herme, Gouaix and Chalmaison, was with Valmy, to support in case of need the 

troops of the 11th Corps posted: Amey at Bray; Brayer at Éverly and Ormes; Albert, at Saint-Sauveur. 

 

These strong rational dispositions and this counter-order, made essential by the events of the day and sent elsewhere 

at a time when the troops had hardly been able to start the movements required by the first provision, however, had 

indisposed Oudinot.  The Duke of Reggio had been offended to see Macdonald indicate, in a precise manner, the 

cantonments he had to take for his troops.19  They were not, in fact, the only difficulties that the Duke of Tarente had 

to overcome.  Unable to get anything from the cavalry of Saint-Germain, he was obliged to report to the Chief of 

Staff the lack of enthusiasm of this general and especially the failure of General Maurin.20  In the same dispatch, he 

also exposed to Berthier the reasons why he had to direct General Pacthod on Montereau:  "It is a pity," he wrote to 

the Chief of Staff, "that a certain General Delort, of this division, seized by fear, despite strict orders, burned or 

destroyed all the bridges of Montereau and recrossed onto the right bank of the Seine, without even believing in 

safety, although he had only seen a patrol.  At the first word I learned of this, I hasten to replace him with General 

Pacthod." 

 

Unfortunately for the Marshal, it didn't take long to reassure themselves about the fate of his extreme right. Allix 

had come to Nemours, having left in Montargis a battalion to monitor the course of the Loing. 

 

At Souppes and Nemours he had found two battalions of General Langevin (1st Brigade of the 2nd Paris Reserve 

Division of General Souham), which occupied Moret, with the rest of its brigade. 

 

9 March 1814.  --Cease fire in Nogent.  --On 9 March, the situation had changed in no way and the day passed 

more quietly than previously.  Unable to attempt a river crossing and reach Nogent to repair the bridge under fire 

from French tirailleurs, Pahlen accepted the proposal of Gérard, and by mutual agreement, the two generals agreed 

to end an unnecessary skirmishing, under condition that they could start fire half an hour after denouncing the 

suspension of arms. 

 

Schwarzenberg,21 in fact, had to inform Wittgenstein that the pontoon bridges, having only arrived at Bar-sur-Seine, 

could not be made the 10th, in Troyes, from where he would immediately forward to Grès 18 pontoons for the VIth 

Corps.  Stressing, in the same letter, the need to establish direct and also as safe as possible communication with the 

Ataman, the Generalissimo spoke in these terms: 

 

"As in our current situation, we must act defensively, I leave Your Excellency free to see if you would not happen to 

obtain the desired result by establishing this communication, not by Plancy, but Méry; I think one would reach by 

this road, Vatry and Fère-Champenoise, as well and as quickly as Arcis, where there is probably no bridge." 

 

For the first time, Schwarzenberg speaks to Wittgenstein of a change in cantonments and advises him, in this case, 

to place, with the bulk of his corps straddling the Seine River, at Méry and Châtres, so as to concentrate quickly, 

occupy Nogent and Plancy and place at Villenauxe an observation post, provided mainly by the cavalry, "who, 

watching the enemy between Nogent and Provins, would be able to convey specific information on the movements 

that the enemy would make further right." 

 

It follows, finally, from this letter, that one knew at the General Headquarters, as of 9th that Soissons had 

surrendered, Reims was occupied by the French, that generals Saint-Priest, Tettenborn and Jagow met to retake this 

city and held Châlons; but that there was, in short, no more recent news on the Army of Silesia, because one had 

only been able to communicate, in a quick and continuous fashion, with these generals. 

 

                                                           
19General de Gressot, Chief of Staff of the 7th Corps, to General Grundler, Chief of Staff of Macdonald, 8 March. 

(Archives of the War.) 

 
20Macdonald to the Chief of Staff, 8 March. (Archives of the War.) 
21Schwarzenberg to Wittgenstein, Troyes, 9 March.  (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 161.) 
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Platov is replaced by Kaisarov.  --Movements of the Cossacks.  --Despite all the forbearance which he had 

consistently shown towards Platov, that was maintained in memory of his past service and his brilliant career only at 

the head of his Cossacks, the Emperor Alexander finally had to yield to the general claims caused by weakness, 

inadequacy and bragging of the Ataman.  But, always generous, the Czar had wanted to show that, while yielding to 

the general interest, while performing an act of justice, it was impossible to be ungrateful.  Desiring to mitigated as 

far as possible the extent to which he had been forced to subscribe, he took to safeguard the personal situation of a 

good servant, an officer who had been proclaimed, most recently, for his noble conduct in 1812, and at the same 

time he placed Kaisarov at the head of his Cossacks, he thought it softened the disgrace of Ataman by recalling and 

attaching him to his person. 

 

From the 9th Kaisarov had taken command of the light troops, entrusted until that date, to the Ataman and the 9th in 

the evening, he addressed at Sézanne, the Prince of Schwarzenberg, his first report (in French ).22 Strengthening his 

left side from Courtacon and from Villenauxe, he had forced the cavalrymen of Saint Germain to approach him from 

Nogent and Provins.  500 Cossacks scoured the route on the road from Provins to Nangis and were preparing to 

move against a small French corps, which came to La Ferté-sous-Jouarre, occupied Saint-Germain-sur-Doue and 

seemed to want to move on Rebais.  Kaisarov added that the French held all the crossings of the right bank of the 

Marne, he finding it impossible to establish a direct communication with Blücher other than by Épernay and Reims; 

he had sent in that direction three parties led by choice of officers and large detachments of French troops were 

constantly filing by Meaux on Chateau-Thierry.  Sending at the same time to the Generalissimo a letter from 

Commissary General Marchant to the Duke of Tarente, intercepted by his Cossacks23 and which seemed to rule out 

the possibility of a necessary action on the road to Paris, Kaisarov informed Schwarzenberg of resolutions that had 

been suggested to him by reading the letter.  He had immediately headed to Épernay, where it was to observe Reims 

                                                           
22Report of the General Kaisarov to the Prince of Schwarzenberg, Sézanne, 9 March (in French in the original). (K. 

K. Kriegs Archiv., III, 177.) 
23Quartermaster General Marchant to the Marshal Duke of Tarante: 

 

"Nangis, 8 March.  Monsieur Marshal, one has assured me that Your Excellency extended his stay in Provins." 

 

"If he thinks that my presence will be necessary, I will hasten to get there.  Please, Marshal, let me know if you need 

me to continue to send provisions to Provins.  There is here a convoy of 24,000 rations that I will make file out 

immediately.  Your Excellency is certainly aware that the road from Provins to Nangis is often intercepted by a 

cavalry party that is found in Jouy-le-Châtel and has posts at Châteaubleau, three-quarters of a league from la 

Maison-Rouge." 

 

"One has told me that Your Excellency has sent a brigade to the latter place." 

 

"It will determine whether a combined movement, that one can make tomorrow night from Provins, Maison-Rouge 

and Nangis, would not give results in the removal of most of the cavalry, that is, say, 500-600 men, and the 

remoteness of the surplus." 

 

"The wood that is between Châteaubleau and Jouy-le-Châtel seems to be filled with their posts.  Mr. Sarleboux 

experienced a new misfortune; his carriage was taken.  Mr. Mercier that continued to Nangis managed to escape; he 

was among the wood in question." 

 

"I have no news of His Majesty.  However, I know from a letter I just received that his headquarters was the 6th at 

Corbeny.  I had hoped that His Majesty would move quickly Châlons and Arcis-sur-Aube, which, I think, would 

have perhaps embarrassed the enemy in front of your Excellency." 

 

"Besides, I'm too far away to judge things well and I hope to soon learn that His Majesty will have a great advantage 

over the King of Sweden who one assures is coming up to Laon." 

 

"The master of requests, Quartermaster General, Baron Marchant." 

 

(K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, ad 191.) 
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and the routes from Châlons, a small detachment of elite Cossacks, he had confided to the captain of the Russian 

guards Berkmann.  He was, with the bulk of his corps, to fall back from Sézanne on Fère-Champenoise, by 

monitoring by parties the roads from Château-Thierry and Rebais, where the extreme French outposts were found.  

In the end Schwarzenberg announced that the Cossacks sent on the road to Paris had to retire before numerical 

superiority of the French; Napoleon was on the 5th at Berry-au-Bac, Blücher, at Soissons, Marmont in Braine, and, 

according to the latest news, there would have been no commitment on the 6th.24 
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24Kaisarov to Prince Schwarzenberg, Sézanne, 9 March. (K. K. Kriegs Archiv., III, ad 177.) 


